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The biggest news in the past few days has been the fake shootings in Moscow.  At Infowars they have a
poll in the sidebar asking readers who they think did it:

ISIS
Ukraine
CIA
Russians

As usual, they leave off the correct answer:

Hollywood

133 deaths are being reported.  If it rises they will have to get it up to 188.  They are already
suppressing the early films they released, since they are so bad.  Note the fake little white sparks flying
everywhere, obviously added in CGI.  ISIS claimed responsibility for the attack and the US State
Department and CIA just confirmed that, saying they knew this was being planned weeks ago.  The
problem?  ISIS doesn't exist, other than as another vaudeville cast put together by international Intel.
Besides, despite the fact that we are supposed to believe Russia is our enemy, we have agreements to
share intelligence in cases like this.  In any case of real terrorism—which we I am not sure we have
ever seen—we are supposed to warn eachother.   Would we like it if Russian or Chinese intelligence
got wind of a big terror attack on us and just let it happen?  No, that alone would be a casus belli.   So
the US is basically admitting complicity here, which is ridiculous.  Not only would that never happen,
if it did happen we wouldn't admit it, would we?  No, this is all being staged by both sides to keep
tension high and keep eyes off other things.  And to keep military expenditures astronomically high,
especially on our side.  A continuation of the long Cold War staged for just that purpose.  [See the B-21
bomber below]. 



Despite that, Republican Tom Cotton of the Senate Intelligence Committee used this hoax to spread
fear in the US, telling reporters that he is deeply worried ISIS may do the same thing here.  This is the
same Tom Cotton that has been promoted by alternative media, including Tucker Carlson, as a strong
conservative voice. But as you see he is just another paid stooge of the Pentagon and the
military/industrial/Intelligence complex.   

In the same way, Alex Jones is selling the event as real in several promoted stories, while having to
know it is fake.  He used to sell himself as a fake-events expert, but he can't see through this one?  He
is even pumping it, warning us it will lead to WWIII, with pictures of mushroom clouds.  Just his little
addition to the fear porn.

If you do a general search on “Moscow attacks fake” or anything similar, you get nothing.  A few years
ago Youtube would have been stiff with videos on it, but of course that all changed after Sandy Hook.
The First Amendment was mothballed at that time, with all independent research and opinion illegally
censored by the government, in obvious contravention of the Constitution.  Even at Bitchute we find
nothing now, so that has also apparently been censored.  I assume the search engines have also been
censored: we will see if this paper makes it through at any of the major engines.  My paper on Israel
made the front page for a few days at Bing before being censored, and it was #1 at Yandex for a while.
Is still #5 there.  

[Next day: Yeah, this paper is already #3 at Yandex for <Moscow shooting fake>, scrubbed
everywhere else on that search without quotes.  With quotes it is #2 at Bing and #5 at Yahoo.  Google
has so far censored it poorly, since with quotes it is the only thing that comes up on that search.]   

Speaking of which, Israel today announced a major land grab in the West Bank.  Ah, finally something
I can believe.  I don't believe in the Hamas terror attacks, the rapes or baby killings, the bombings of
hospitals and civilian targets, or even the thousands of Palestinian war deaths.  But I do believe in this
land grab, since that is what the fake war has been about all along, other than eyes-off the vaccine
genocide. 

In other news, we find even the solar eclipse being used as fear porn and eyes-off news.  The FAA,
State of New York, and other entities are issuing various warnings, including recommendations that
people stay home inside, stock up on bottled water, and various other asinine things.  Everything but
duct-taping the windows and wearing camo.  All because the Moon passes in front of the Sun for a few
minutes.  This happens all the time and I have never seen such manufactured hysteria in reaction to it.
It is the same thing we have seen with the weather being used as constant fear porn, with people being
whipped into a froth over an approaching thunderstorm, a cold snap, or a blanket of snow.  Every
weather event is now being used as proof of Global Warming or some apocalypse, and that is because
the weather agencies have been infiltrated by Intelligence and are now being used as just one more
propaganda font.  The weather has been weaponized against us like everything else, and I don't mean
weather manipulation in this case.  I mean hyping every weather event as some possible catastrophe
and issuing public warnings to panic.  This not only helps keep everyone's anti-anxiety meds topped off
and the drug companies flush, it keeps the rising vaccine deaths off the news.  But mainly it stalls the
revolution, since it is hoped that people in a constant state of panic over manufactured crises cannot
focus on real problems and their obvious solution.  

In other news, we find Michael Cohen (above), Trump's old fixer, in trouble again in court, perjuring
himself for the upteenth time.  Yeah, I know, hard to believe a Cohen would lie about anything, right?



Zerohedge is generally pro-Trump, but they are running an article by Jonathan Turley which says that
“if lying were an art form, Cohen would be its Rembrandt”.  That's true, and if it weren't this Cohen, it
would be some other Cohen.  This is their specialty, as we have seen.  No one can touch them.  As
Carly Simon said about James Bond in the 1970s, “Nobody Does it Better”.  However, there is a funny
twist in this story, and it concerns Cohen perjuring himself repeatedly in front of Congress—and
nothing happening but a slapped wrist, of course.  The twist is that Cohen was being grilled by the
House Oversight Committee Chairman who name just happened to be. . . are you ready for it? . . Elijah
Cummings.  My regular readers are already doubling over in laughter, but if you don't get the joke, go
here, where I explain it all.  The Cummings are big peers, originally Clan Comyn, which came from the
Armenian/Byzantine/Phoenician name Comnene.  The Comnenes have been the top Phoenician clan
since before the Crusades.  But the further twist is that the Comnenes didn't only become the
Cummings, they also became the. . . Cohens.  They are all variations of the same name, in many
European languages and dialects, so when we see a Cummings grilling a Cohen, we are just seeing
cousins in a manufactured vaudeville.  We should already know that, since all Congressional hearings
are just dog and pony shows, put on for the credulous.

In other news, we find Jayapal and Boyle introducing a House Bill to tax those worth over 50 million.
How much?  2%.  You have to laugh.  Even that tiny tax will never pass in a million years, or if it is it
won't be enforced by the IRS.  Our government is owned by the very rich, so the last thing you will
ever see is them going after themselves.  Elizabeth Warren is pretending to support it, but she may as
well support the arrest of Homer Simpson for gluttony.  You can tell how serious they are about it by
who is sponsoring it: nobodies like Jayapal and Boyle.  I don't know why they don't hire guest sponsors
Wallace and Gromit.  Even so, you see all the usual “alternative” places like Zerohedge and Infowars
lobbying against it, as a descent into socialism or something.  Good to see those sites admitting who
they really represent: the very rich.  We might expect that from Zerohedge, allegedly an economic site,
but what is Alex Jones' excuse?  He needs that extra 2% to pay off his fake Sandy Hook settlements?

And in other news, I have been informed that Jay Weidner has released his new film JFK X, which is
blowing smoke around my old JFK papers.  I don't think it is getting any traction, but since it was
obviously made to blackwash me I feel it is worth posting a warning about. I have previously outed
Weidner as an agent, including this JFK stuff and his promotion of the ghost Mike Williams, but it
continues.  This is a pretty standard CIA-type blackwash by association, in which Jay pretends to
support my conclusion that JFK's death was faked, but then adds a lot of ridiculous commentary about
squibs and face plates and so on, trying to convince you to dump it.  Like all of the others projects
against me, this one will backfire, sending more people to my sites, so keep it up Jay!  No one can
shoot himself in the foot like you can, dude.  You're right up there with Fetzer and the mullets at
RatWiki.  
  

There has been a spate of good news in the past few days, including the fact that US embassies will no
longer be able to fly CIA propaganda flags like LGBT or BLM.  This was one of the few good things to
come out of the recent spending bill, where this provision was included as a nod to the Republicans, in
order to push it through.  

In other good news, highschool students at John Jay High School in New York staged a large walk-out
in protest of mixed restrooms.  A counter-protest was organized, but of course it only included a few
CIA-funded adults.  My hope is that this trend will spread and that highschoolers across the nation will
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begin to revolt, against this and many other things, including fake terror drills, DEI, DoD cheerleading,
and the overall propagandizing of public education.  

Other good news is that the UK National Health Service has reversed itself on transgender treatment,
no longer issuing puberty blockers to children under 18.  The new conservative government in Alberta
is also reversing transgender care, requiring parental notification, banning surgeries on under-18s, and
banning biological males from female sports.  Many US states and European countries are also
reversing recent policies, including France and all the Scandinavian countries.  Wyoming just passed a
ban on sex changes for minors. A government report in France just came out today calling child sex
changes “the greatest ethical scandal in medical history”.  Should be the second greatest, after the
vaccine genocide.  

Other good news is that Texas has just pulled 8.5 billion in investments from Blackrock, in response to
Blackrock's promotion of ESG and other modern propaganda.  Although I am an environmentalist, I
support this divestment, since Blackrock is not doing anything it does out of interest for the
environment.  That is all just a smokescreen.  This is about promotion of electric cars, which Blackrock
is heavily invested in, and electric cars are not environmentally friendly.  When Blackrock decides to
promote bicycling and public transit, I will get onboard, but not until then.  It is obvious why Texas is
doing this: it is an oil and gas state.  Blackrock must have seen this coming and hedged against it.  So it
may have little direct effect on Blackrock.  However, the whole electric car promotion is failing for a
host of other reasons, so it will be good to see these rich people losing huge amounts of money.  Many
other States are also divesting. 

Other good news is that the tide is turning against Pfizer and the vaccines.  The FDA just admitted that
there is a significantly elevated risk of seizures in children under 6 due to covid vaccines.   That just
happened, so they haven't yet removed the covid vaccine from the routine vaccination schedule, to
which it had been added in 2021.  But that may happen soon, given the tide of high-profile studies and
reports worldwide admitting the massive dangers of the faux-vaccines.    

But back to the bad news.  I have shown you that AI is way oversold, but it is being used to generate
really creepy images that are now showing everywhere.  Even the outlets that pretend to be against AI
are using them.  For instance we are seeing lots of images like this one I pulled yesterday from
Zerohedge:
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That is used as clickbait for an article entitled “3 bitcoin charts we are watching”.  So, as you see, these
fake pretty women are being used to sell everything, even things that have nothing to do with women,
beauty, sex, or AI.  Feminists should be appalled, all women should be appalled, and even skinny-
blonde-loving dudes like me should be appalled, since this just messes us all up even more than we
were already messed up.  It is all bad.  There is nothing I want to look at there since I have no interest
in anything plastic, fake, or sexually mind-stirring.  I have begun my own personal boycott against any
article that is sold with such an image, and I encourage you to join me.  Don't click on anything like
that and they will stop doing it.   Don't even roll your mouse over it.  

But perhaps the biggest REAL news is harder to categorize as good or bad.  World population has just
stalled for the first time in 700 years, long before we were told it would.  That's great news for the
environment and for animals, but since it was achieved with a kill shot, I for one am not celebrating.  It
was achieved by the mass murder of millions of relatively innocent people by the psychotic cabal of
criminals running this world, so no human can approve.  I doubt any god approves, either.  This could
have been achieved so much more rationally and with so much less bloodshed and unnecessary trauma.
So many things were not done that could and should have been done.  What, for instance? Mandating
the teaching of natural methods of birth control worldwide, for a start.  I am still amazed this is not
done, even in the first world.  The pill and condoms are the first lines of birth control here, but there is
high resistance to both, for what I think are good reasons: the pill is unhealthy and condoms are
pleasure-killing.  In the third world, where birth rates are highest and population control is most
needed, that second fact is a game-ender.  Africa, which has the highest birthrates, is the place where
men are least likely to use condoms, for that reason alone.  In such impoverished places, sex is the only
joy many men have, so it is going to be hard to convince them to numb themselves by 95% for an
abstraction they can barely comprehend.  

I will be told teaching the rhythm method is too hard: most people don't have the intelligence or
discipline to do it.  But I don't believe that.  We assume these people have the discipline to take a pill
everyday or wear a condom they hate, but not the discipline to abstain for three days every month?
They don't have the intelligence to understand that women go into heat on specific days, and that if you
avoid those days you are golden?   Of course they do.  They understand that about their dogs, so I think
they can comprehend the idea about themselves.  Is it foolproof?  No, of course not, but not even
condoms are foolproof.  In the rare case they are used and used properly, they are still only 90%
effective.  So it makes no sense the rhythm method isn't taught.  It should be drummed into all people
from the age of puberty, as one of the most important things a human can know.  The fact that it is not
is one of the great mysteries of the Modern age.  I can only assume it is at the behest of the evil drug
companies once more, who would see a fall in profits from sales of the pill.  And at the behest of
condom lobbyists.  But have you EVER seen that suggested anywhere but here?  I haven't.  

I'll finish today's commentary by looking at the B-21 Stealth Bomber, which is supposedly now going
online as the backbone of the US bomber fleet.  



Do you see a little problem?  Study those for a moment and get back to me.



Where do the bombs fit?  Are they going to drop the bombs from the wheel wells?  Don't believe me?
Well, here is a still from a video just released of the first one flying over.  

The video looks faked, like all the other CGI we are getting right now, but even if it isn't we have major
problems there.  Doesn't look very high tech, does it?  It looks like a big dirty metal door hinge flying
over.  EACH ONE of those costs about $2 billion of your taxdollars, if you include development and
operation.  Does that really look like $2 billion worth of tech there?  Do those square corners really
look like a cutting-edge futuristic design?  If you know anything about aerodynamics, you should be
laughing your ass off right now.  And again, I don't see any bomb hatches.  Do they plan to throw the
bombs out of the crew windows?  It looks like another big joke to me. Like the Spirit of St. Louis, this
thing just looks to me like some Hollywood prototype they borrowed from a Batman movie and billed
us $2 billion apiece for.  It's all another massive conjob.  
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